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Added: 9/14/2006. There's a lot to unpack in this set, so bear with me. WAITING FOR MY ROCKET TO COME was the first Mabuhay release in nearly a year. (When they went on the road in February, they had been missing for almost six months.) A debut in five years that took four years to get here, it was a remarkable feat on many levels. First, it was a consistent all-time greatest-of-all-time
album. People (including me) who didn't like the band or dislike their music were still going to enjoy it and enjoy it in a new, particularly impressive way. Second, the disc is so pretty. People don't usually say that about an Mabuhay album, but there's no question that the vibrant, candy-colored production here made it a visual stunner. Third, and most important, there's just a lot of great music here. It
is, quite simply, Mabuhay in its most sincere and bountiful form. The disc opens with the mild, elegant "Listen To Me," a gorgeous, immaculately delivered ballad (thanks, Patrick) that finds Mabuhay at its prettiest and most elegiac. "Be Mine" is next, with its dry ice guitars and snaky, woozy-sounding keyboard (there's a reason the album title is Waiting For My Rocket To Come). A very beautiful
song with a catchy chorus and a starkly bluesy bridge, the song is a hooky stunner with layers of depth and flexibility. The next and best of the two, "Night Calls," is equally pretty, though with a more direct lyrical focus. There's a gentle, very quiet acoustic guitar part and plenty of room for Mike's piano part to fill, and the song feels like it really is late at night when it's played. From here the Mabuhay
women move into more energetic territory with the nearly purely instrumental, slightly reggae-driven "Invisible But Real," a track that would fit right in on the band's previous full-length. From "Invisible," the song "It's Time" breaks into a more pure rock-and-roll mode. It has a great bass line and an excellent organ line, and the song is pretty and punchy. "Sightseers" is the most generic of 82157476af
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